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Claire‐ At the March 20 Rules Committee meeting, Kevin said several times he supports "a pathway to citizenship." At the time, there were two
competing resolution ‐‐ one from Kevin and one from David Alvarez. Kevin's said this:

"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED THAT, the City of San Diego supports providing young people who entered the United States as children and did not
knowingly violate immigration laws with an opportunity to apply for legal status through a separate process which could include military service or
the attainment of higher education; AND" <<That is a reference to the DREAM Act as is what he said at Rules about supporting "a pathway
to citizenship."

Kevin's resolution did not pass at the March 20 Rules Committee (3‐2 vote) meeting. Nevertheless, Kevin continued to work to create a bipartisan
resolution that the City Council could support. He did and the final resolution the council passed unanimously includes this language (also see
attached):

"WHEREAS, the City supports and immigration reform should include, a pathway to citizenship for the 11 million undocumented immigrants living
within our nation's borders — not tied to unreasonable conditions; and

WHEREAS, it is equally important to provide a pathway to citizenship for those individuals who entered the United States without proper
documentation as young children and have been raised and educated in the United States; AND"

Also, a few years ago, Kevin and the majority of his council colleagues voted to oppose Arizona's new immigration laws. DeMaio was the lone no vote.

You also asked about gun control and his stance on abortion. He supports the state's gun control laws, which are the most liberal in the country. He's
also pro choice. Nothing that I'm aware of has come before the City Council on either of these issues.

In addition, Kevin is pro‐environment and is supported by several environmentalists; he also supports gay marriage. There is info about his support for
the environment and gay marriage on the web.

Tony
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